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Credit(s) earned on completion of 
this course will be reported to AIA 
CES for AIA members. Certificates of 
Completion for both AIA members 
and non-AIA members are available 
upon request.

This course is registered with AIA CES
for continuing professional 
education. As such, it does not 
include content that may be deemed 
or construed to be an approval or 
endorsement by the AIA of any 

material of construction or any 
method or manner of
handling, using, distributing, or 
dealing in any material or product.
___________________________________________
Questions related to specific materials, methods, and 
services will be addressed at the conclusion of this 
presentation.



Learning
Objectives

1. Understand the definitions of discomfort and disability glare, and their impact on the comfort 
and safety of occupants.

2. Understand the use of BUG ratings,cut-off classifications and how cut-off angles and quiet optics 
reduce source visibility.

3. Understand the use of UGR to evaluate glare in context, and the importance of contrast with the 
surrounding surfaces to ensure visual comfort and safety for occupants.

4. Understand the limits imposed by far-field photometry in capturing glare from a non-uniform 
lensed luminaire, and discuss the best practice to evaluate glare with mockups to support the 
documentation.

At the end of this course, participants will be able to:



My take on glare:

Shaun



How do we define glare?



Shield Angle



Distribution of Light
Cutoff angle – the angle measured up from nadir, between the vertical axis 
and the first line of sight at which the bare source is not visible. 

Shielding angle – the angle between a horizontal line through the light
center and the line of sight at which the bare source first becomes visible.

Shielding Angle

Cutoff Angle60˚



Dan cutoff angle stuff with RAB fixtures 
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distribution of light.
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Cutoff Classifications
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BUG Ratings



Luminaire Classification System 
(LSC)

Distribution of Light
Exterior Lighting



Unified Glare Rating



ARBAY2-160 BEFORE VS AFTER



Glare is about the surroundings, 
What does the eye see
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My take on glare:

Aaron



Why am I here?

• Glare decisions shouldn’t be boiled down to one number
• Informed design decisions, will lead to better occupant 

experiences and better lighting



• Key Research
• Overhead glare
• Discomfort glare
• Patterns of light
• Appearance





Experts Naive



Experts Naive



Experts Naive



Overhead Glare
• The visual discomfort that is sensed when luminaires are 

situated above the normal field of view, usually from 55° to 85°
above a horizontal gaze. 

• The most highly correlated metric was the maximum luminaire 
spot luminance as measured at a steep angle of 10° from 
vertical (R^2 = 0.46)

• Those products with maximum spot luminance higher than 
20,000 cd/m^2 generally received poorer ratings.

• Correlation between the observers’ ratings and other 
measurements of luminous intensity distribution were weak.

• The patterns created on walls that have a more distinct edge 
that observers did not like.

• Top-rated luminaires for  visual comfort, and all of them are 
2×4s with a diffuser panel with linear details, producing a 
smooth gradient of light across the diffuser.
– The maximum measured lens luminance among these was 12,480 

cd/m^2.
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Discomfort Glare
• To find a metric to predict discomfort glare problems, observer 

responses were compared to a range of quantities derived from 
photometric reports or from in-situ luminance measurements.

• None of the following metrics produced a reliable correlation 
(R^2 values were less than 0.18): 
– Maximum spot luminance measured on the surface of the luminaire 

from a measurement angle of 25° above horizontal (65° from the 
luminaire nadir), measured in the luminaire’s 90° plane. 

– Ratio of maximum to minimum spot luminance measured across the 
surface of the luminaire from the same 25° above horizontal. 

– Ratio of maximum luminance to adjacent ceiling tile luminance, 
measured from the same angle. 

– Maximum luminaire candela value at 55°, 65°, 75° or 85° luminaire 
elevation angles. 

– Average luminaire luminance at 55°, 65°, 75° or 85° luminaire elevation 
angles. 

– Percent lumens emitted between 60° and 90°, or absolute lumens 
emitted between 60° and 90°. 

– Total luminaire lumen output.
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The wall pattern paradox

• Light distribution on adjacent office walls is a factor that 
seems to be related to the percent of light 

• emitted from 60° to 90°. Troffers that emitted more than 
10% of their lumens in that zone produced 

• better—meaning higher and “softer”—wall patterns.



Interesting Discussion

• For all questions related to glare, it is notable that the experts’ 
mean responses were correlated with their rating for the overall 
appearance of the luminaire, oftentimes more so than any other 
single metric.

• It is likely that glare perception is related to a more complex 
picture of luminous intensity distribution than can be captured 
with a single number.

• It is difficult to say, however, if glare is a driving factor behind 
overall preference, or if the observers’ feelings towards each 
luminaire led to bias in certain areas, like glare, which can be more 
difficult to conceptualize. 



Glare Conclusions
• Glare remained an enigma. Whether overhead glare or direct 

(discomfort) glare, only one measured or  calculated photometric 
quantity proved to be a promising predictor. 
– That metric was maximum spot luminance measured across the face of 

the troffer from a steep angle of 10° from vertical. 
• The lowest rated troffers for glare were those LED products with 

prismatic lenses and odd or distracting patterns (types U, F, and C), 
along with an LED retrofit kit with extremely high lens luminance 
(type G). 

• Products with diffuse lenses and simple visual details (types N, J, 
W, P, and X) received the most favorable ratings for glare.



The rise of UGR (circa 1995)

• Like most single number metrics UGR is a low precision tool
• Applying UGR sight unseen may not produce desirable 

results, like a boring design.



Limitations
• For indoor lighting and electrical design only
• For uniform background luminances
• Not for small light sources
• Not for large light sources
• Not for indirect lighting
• Not for non-uniform lighting
• Not for applications with daylight









UGR sources < 16 





Glare Factors
• Room Size
• Room reflectance
• Luminaire pattern
• Mounting height
• Position in space
• Background luminance
• Source luminance
• Source area
• Age
• Adaptation
• Biology
• Task illumination
• Task uniformity

• Room Color
• Application uniformity
• Circadian impacts
• Architectural interest
• Luminaire Interest
• Vertical lighting
• Daylighting
• Sky lighting
• Gaze direction
• Mobility
• Dimming
• Distribution
• Intensity

• Flux
• Spectrum
• Shielding
• Test Setup
• Experience of viewer
• Lens patterns
• Shadow patterns
• Wall illumination
• Cave effects
• Task in progress
• Immediate surround



NEMA Whitepaper
• It is not advisable to use UGR to predict acceptability or in any other way as an 

absolute measure of perception. 
• UGR application method may be used to estimate glare sensation, yielding 

relative comparisons; for example, if the light sources with the space are bigger, 
brighter, and closer to the observer, or if the light source is kept the same but 
evaluated in a darker environment, then it will create more glare than the same 
source without those conditions, and UGR application method will indicate so. 

• Confusion will result if absolute statements such as “70% of people experience  
glare discomfort” or “UGR 19 is acceptable glare” are used. It is impossible to 
make such statements without the complete context, and even then, there will 
be variations among individuals as to what is acceptable or not. 





What should we do?

• Apply design principles
• Review luminaires
• Document our results





























Design Principles

• Brighten surfaces
• Optimize Interiors
• Lower Intensities



Brighten surfaces
• Increase the overall background luminance

– Create a visual hierarchy
– Balance adaptation

• Light the ceiling
– Luminaires with uplight
– Wall-mounted uplight
– Recessed luminaires with dropped luminous elements

• Light the walls and vertical surfaces
– Wall washing/grazing
– Translucent / self luminous partitions
– Accent areas of focus

• Integrate Task Lighting
– Light the area of use
– Carefully locate and shield
– Enable personal control



Optimize interiors
• Daylight fenestration

– Shade direct sun
– Consider solar glare risk
– Window treatments to balance luminance

• Displays
– Selection of screen types
– Locations and Sizes
– Dimming features
– Dynamic  dimming

• Surfaces
– Primarily Diffuse
– Limited / carefully placed specular features
– Lighter colors & higher reflectance ceiling and walls/partitions



Lower Intensities
• Carefully consider direct-view of light sources including LEDs, optics 

and diffusers
• Utilize Dimming
– Luminaire dimming options
– Luminaire dimmed based on time of day
– Dim gradually and continuously

• User Views
– Keep sources of brightness in context
– Shield direct view sources (except sparkle)
– Consider user position related to luminaire and orientation



What should we do?

• Apply design principles
• Review luminaires
• Document our results
• Enjoy beautiful spaces



My take on glare:

Dan



UGR discussion with DLC



DLC 5.1 requirements



Glare is about context.



HOW DO MANUFACTURERS MEET 
DLC 5.1 UGR REQUIREMENTS?

1. Increase luminous opening including length, width and height.
2. Reduce lumen per fixture
2. Improve photometric distribution to reduce intensity at high angles.



My take on glare:

AC



Design Strategies



GLARE IS IN THE EYE 
OF THE BEHOLDER

A



LUMINAIRE PHOTOMETRIC WEB 
AS A WAY OF DEMONSTRATING 
POTENTIAL GLARE CONDITIONS

B



PLANNING: MOCKUPS + 
AIMING AND ADJUSTING > 
GLARE MITIGATION

C1



GOAL: AVOID SPILL BY CABLE 
LIGHTING INTO DRIVE LANES

C2



D1



D2



D3



D4



D5
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Metrics + Mockups



Conclusions

• Glare is in the eye of the beholder
• Metrics can help, but context is critical.
• Apply design principles
• Review luminaires
• Document our results
• Enjoy beautiful spaces



This concludes The American Institute of Architects Continuing 
Education Systems Course


